


Address to the participants in the competition:

„This is the first time I‘m judging the BAPRA Bright Awards, and I am extremely 
impressed by the high standard of work. I want to congratulate the communications 
industry a lot for the job well done. Despite the difficulties, we have become a 
little better people. We have all become more cohesive as an industry and found 
new sources of determination. We will continue to work together for an even 
more promising future.“

Nitin Mantri
president of The International
Communications Consultancy Organisation
and
Chairman of the jury 
of the annual Bright Awards 2021

BAPRA Bright Awards 2021CHAIRMAN OF THE JURY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEcycypb6YM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEcycypb6YM


Address to the participants in the competition:

„Dear colleagues, this edition of the BAPRA Bright Awards, in which projects 
competed for two years, was really impressive! This was a publication held in 
the context of a global pandemic, economic, and health crisis, which left its mark 
on communications, customers, and ourselves. This edition presented projects 
that left a mark on the clients‘ business, but also touched the audience. And as 
always, the best stand out in difficult situations, which are the true measure of 
professionalism and humanity.
Congratulations to all colleagues in the industry for the incredible success!“

Kamelia Dimitrova
Chairman
of the Management Board of BAPRA

BAPRA Bright Awards 2021CHAIRMAN
OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD OF BAPRA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jA0O4z_mak&t=20s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jA0O4z_mak&t=20s
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AGENCY OF THE YEAR

All Channels Communication Group

M3 Communications Group, Inc.

United Partners



CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR

PR Play
Campaign: Together for More Health

All Channels Communication Group
Campaign: Catfluencer.bg -
the first academy for cat influencers on Instagram

d:istinkt
Campaign: Start 5G Bulgaria 

All Channels Communication Group
Campaign: National Geographic Bulgaria - Planet or Plastic?



Campaign
 „TOGETHER FOR MORE HEALTH“

CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR

In 2020, the PR Play team was engaged by the Association of the Research-Based Pharmaceutical Manufacturers in Bulgaria (ARPharM) 
to carry out a campaign to increase public investment in healthcare - „Together for More Health“.

Such a campaign was needed because of the insufficient public resources for medicines and the introduction of innovative therapies, 
the high percentage of co-payments for medicines by patients, which often leads to compromise of their treatment due to it being 
interruption, as well as the few funds provided in the draft state Budget for 2021, that could not cover society‘s needs.

The main goal of the campaign was to ensure the provision of more public funding for health care for 2021, and hence to increase 
funding for therapies. Achieving this was at risk, as the campaign took place in the context of the unprecedented global crisis caused by 
Covid-19, which clearly highlighted the fact that the health system in Bulgaria was not prepared to deal with it. The campaign also came  
amid several months of protests against the government because of dissatisfaction with the government as a whole and in the context 
of political struggles over the state Budget for 2021 and the upcoming parliamentary elections in the country.

The Bulgarian Medical Association and the Bulgarian Pharmaceutical Union were involved as partners in the initiative. Further, the 
messages of the campaign were supported by facts from a specially prepared nationally representative opinion poll and expert 
economic analysis.

What have we achieved?
• The most significant result of the campaign was that the National Assembly approved a health budget of 5.341 billion for 2021, a 
record for recent years and 237 million more than the previous health budget. 
• Funding for medicines paid in full or in part by the National Health Insurance Fund was increased by 111 million leva. 
• In the course of the campaign, 97 publications and media interviews were conducted.
• The campaign brought together representatives of various organisations in a common goal; they  issued an open letter to the 
institutions about increasing public investment in health care for 2021. The document was signed by representatives of the Bulgarian 
Medical Association, the Bulgarian Pharmaceutical Union, the Association of Research-Based Pharmaceutical Manufacturers in 
Bulgaria, The National Patient Organisation, the Confederation for Health Protection, the National Association of Private Hospitals, the 
Bulgarian Association of Healthcare Professionals, the Bulgarian Generic Pharmaceutical Association and the Bulgarian Association of 
Wholesalers of Medicines.

AGENCY:
PR Play



Awarded campaigns in each category
are presented in the order 1st, 2nd and 3rd place.

The categories are arranged as announced
on the official website of the Awards.



CATEGORY 1:
COMMUNICATIONS TO END USERS

proof.
Campaign: Made from the fruits of diplomacy

proof.
Campaign: #wakeupafter6pm

All channels Communication Group
Campaign: Catfluencer.bg - The first academy for cat 
influencers on Instagram



#OfficeNostalgia
or the office support towards the people

CATEGORY 1: 
Communications to end users

#OfficeNostalgia is a Community Support & Sharing project prompted 
by the stressful transition to home office and the growing anxiety 
of people.It has evolved over time as an unbranded community 
platform for positive messages and interactions with opinion leaders. 
It targets employees and teams of medium and large companies 
operating in a home office mode. Despite the fact that it is a project of 
the Association of Commercial Building Owners in Bulgaria, the focus 
remained on people. It was time for support, even though the office 
spaces themselves were badly affected by the pandemic.

Campaign period: September 2020 – February 2021

The goals of the project were to create a feeling of „the office as 
an environment that we miss“, to build the vision of the office as 
a multifaceted place – a place to work, flirt, get away from house 
chores; a place to have fun after work or do sports at lunchtime. It 
communicated care and support for people‘s mental health while 
working remotely.  And last but not least – the project sought to 
convey the message that somewhere „behind“ office spaces and 
office buildings, there are also people – owners, managers, leaders 
– and their main goal is BALANCE. It is NEITHER the forced return 
to offices, NOR is it the striving to make sure that more and more 
office space is rented out.  

In the process of project implementation, the „voice“ of the campaign ambassadors was used with an appropriate role to influence the audience, 
such as interesting expert materials positioned in the campaign‘s own media available for media pitching and wide media coverage.  Some of them 
were business leaders and officials from business organizations /HR specialist, Internal Communications specialist, managers /. Others formed a 
group for support and mental comfort /psychotherapist, nutritionist, wellness coach/. 

The project progressed entirely online with #OfficeNostalgia‘s own media support.

www.officenostalgia.com
https://www.facebook.com/OfficeNostalgia
https://www.linkedin.com/company/71378984/admin/
https://www.instagram.com/office_vibes_bulgaria/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9OLx9mkBgDdl380svRIx8Q

There were also 2 online events on the topic of anxiety and stress management in a home office environment and tips for proper nutrition in WFH mode.

Effectiveness and achieved results:
- The campaign budget amounted to BGN 20,000;
- The 2 events were held with a total of 2,600 views;
- 76 earned media publications;
- AVE = 64 600 лв.;
- PRE = 206 720 лв.

Measurable results exceed more than 10 times the invested funds.
The final result was a change of direction in the public conversation from the extremely negative 
„the office is dying“ to the positive „a new office life is emerging“.

AGENCY:
InterImage



CATEGORY 2:
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS

(reputation and brand management)

All channels Communication Group
Campaign: National Geographic Bulgaria – Planet or Plastic?

proof.
Campaign: Get through the hardships, get online

BBDO Group/Proximity Sofia
Campaign: Together Forward



AGENCY:
InterImage

IMAGINE AUBG: The Art of Repeated Success!

American University in Bulgaria’s IMAGINE campaign is a follow-up to AUBG’s first-ever brand positioning campaign SMARTVERSITY. 
While SMARTVERSITY led to a 56% rise in enrolled students, in 2020 our team upgraded the success but also addressed novel needs and 
new trends. Our main target audience were students-to-be and their parents from Bulgaria and 20+ foreign markets. Secondary target 
publics included alumni, school principals, media and current students. The key message implied in the IMAGINE motto is to encourage 
the core target to imagine their future and opt for education paving the way to it, while choosing from role models. Communication 
opened with the academic year in Sept. 2020. The media mix included a digital campaign on 20+ markets, direct mailings, a series of 
online events and OOH. Our challenge was to find means to convince the prospective students and their parents in the value of top-
notch education and provoke inquiries (main KPI) and ultimately applications and enrollment by further reinforcing the image of AUBG 
as an innovative alma mater creating leaders for the future dynamic, transforming and multicultural world. The key selling proposition 
of AUBG is the liberal arts system – unique for the Bulgarian market, but well established in the U.S. and Asia. Its great advantage is 
that it provides students with broad knowledge and a set of skills while encouraging them to find their own strengths and talents by 
choosing a combination of major and minors after the first year of studies. 

We appealed to the imagination of young people by coining the IMAGINE creative concept and inviting them to explore their 
potential. We chose AUBG’s most valued assets – the students as ambassadors in communication and invited 6 of them to share 
their stories and inspire others.

We crafted a custom experience to address all target groups:
· The campaign ambassadors starred in video interviews as a part of digital communication and took over the social media feeds in the 
AUBG’s SoMe accounts to share their everyday life with prospective students across the globe;
· We engaged parents through a survey and establishment of Parents Council to act as WoM endorsers;
· AUBG alumni shared their success stories in a series of online events;
· We raised a public debate on education – business links by engaging media; 
· All events were redesigned to be held 100% online and we developed a set of digital tools to help prospective students immerse in 
an AUBG virtual experience;
· We updated our key narrative by adding messages of safety and quality of online education.

On a limited budget we managed to achieve 37% increase of inquiries compared to the 2019/2020 
recruitment cycle and set the bar for the next communication campaign even higher!

CATEGORY 2: CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
(reputation and brand management)



CATEGORY 3:
SPECIAL EVENT OR LAUNCH

M3 Communications Group, Inc.
Campaign: The European Commission – The Right Escape Room

M3 Communications Group, Inc.
Campaign: Shell – The Future of Mobility Forum

proof.
Campaign: Foundation Portraits

M3 Communications Group, Inc.
Campaign: Davos Online Communications Summit



CATEGORY 4:
CORPORATE CAMPAIGN
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

proof.
Campaign: Choose love over hate

APRA Porter Novelli BCG
Campaign: Nestlé for Live Actively!

MSL Publicis Groupe Bulgaria
Campaign: DSK Bank “National Financial Olympics” 2020



CATEGORY 5:
PUBLIC SECTOR COMMUNICATIONS

United Partners
Campaign: GIVE 2 GROW

M3 Communications Group, Inc.
Campaign: The European Commission – #yourEUright

PR Point
Campaign: Lehren ist Cool



UNICEF - GIVE 2 GROW

CATEGORY 5: 
Public Sector Communications

At the end of 2020, we assisted UNICEF to execute a special digital event dedicated to helping people understand and adopt the culture 
of giving in their business and life - the first edition of the annual summit “GIVE 2 GROW”. Participants had the unique chance to see and 
hear very inspiring speakers, businesses, and stories, as well as practical ideas and tips on how to work and live with mission and cause. 
During the 3 hours virtual event, a great selection of speakers shared with the audience their findings and experience for growing 
their business, teams, and life through the power of giving and the power of purpose, among them was our special guest Stephen 
Shedletzky, Head of Brand Experience, Igniter at Simon Sinek, Zoya Paunova - Marketing Company President of AstraZeneca Bulgaria, 
Marisa Glassman Schafer - Director of Citizen Philanthropy at VMware, Vanya Manova - Dr. Jane Muita - UNICEF Representative for 
Bulgaria, and many more. 

The amount collected from all tickets sold was donated to UNICEF Bulgaria Inclusive Education program for more accessible and 
comprehensive education for children with special needs.

The first edition of the annual forum „GIVE 2 GROW“ gathered together C-suite and senior managers, Entrepreneurs, HR professionals, 
PR and marketing professionals, consulting companies, NGO representatives

We started a massive awareness campaign about a month prior the event, including a Facebook event, a landing page, series of 
newsletters to our potential attendees, interviews with our speakers in key Bulgarian medias. 

We managed to unite forces Bulgarian and international partners - companies such as Nuvei, Ingram, Mastercard, LifeIsOn, The Bulgarian 
Green Building Council (BGBC), The American Chamber of Commerce in Bulgaria, The Bulgarian Association for People Management, 
the British Bulgarian Business Association, and many more.

Our virtual event took place at December 11th at an online platform for interactive virtual events in partnership with MP-STUDIO. There 
was enough time dedicated to for Q&A sessions, making sure the audience is getting  the most out of the event. It was also possible 
for them to easily donate on the spot. All participants at the event received the inspiring, life-changing bestseller „Start with Why: How 
Great Leaders Inspire Everyone To Take Action“ by the author of LEADERS EAT LAST and TOGETHER IS BETTER Simon Sinek as a gift 
Media partners of the event were Capital and Dnevnik. 

AGENCY:
UNITED PARTNERS



CATEGORY 6:
INFLUENCER MARKETING CAMPAIGN

All Channels Communication Group
Campaign: CATFLUENCER.BG – the first academy for cat 
influencers on Instagram

proof.
Campaign: Foundation Portraits

d:istinkt
Campaign: Digital Scouts



CATEGORY 7:
EMPLOYER BRAND CAMPAIGN

United Partners
Campaign: Paysafe 360 Virtual Java Hunt: The Return of the Bit

Paragraph 42
Campaign: Accenture Bulgaria: Equal in work, together in success

proof.
Campaign: Come back to bulgaria. It’s a great offer

United Partners
Campaign: Paysafe loves tech



Paysafe 360
Virtual Java Hunt

CATEGORY 7: 
Employer Brand Campaign

In October 2020, during the 2nd wave of COVID-19 in Bulgaria, we faced the challenge to create and execute a lead generation 
recruitment campaign for our client Paysafe - a leading specialized payments platform. Paysafe has a growing team of 1300 employees 
in Sofia, 300+ of which software engineers. Due to the pandemic, the company transformed and upgraded most of its products and 
respectively needed to hire Java developers to work on the creation and implementation of innovative functionalities for the company’s 
digital wallets - Skrill and NETELLER. To increase the brand awareness and stimulate engagement and interaction with Java experts, 
we introduced а gamification approach for the target audience - a virtual 360 tour of Paysafe‘s office space in Capital Fort with hidden 
riddles inside, developed by the dev team of Paysafe. The main goal for the participants was to find these riddles (changing every week 
during the campaign period), written in code scattered through the office. They needed to solve them, apply the correct answers in a 
specially designed landing page together with their CVs/LinkedIn profiles in order to participate in a raffle for winning Xbox Series X, Mi 
Electric Scooter S1 or 1-year craft beer subscription. We partnered with Alexander Kadiev for the promotion of the campaign, who is 
well known with his passion about e-games - a perfect fit for the project. 

The whole campaign was based on an internal dev research that proved gaming element is the favorite to developers, that is why 
we decided to build a fully virtual gamification experience. The call-to-action was simple - solve the Java riddles, get a prize, and the 
name of the campaign “Ready? Dev? Go!”. All the elements of the campaign were placed together on a landing page alongside the 
registration for answers submission. We prepared a promotional plan that combined OOH campaign, Premium display ads, Google 
display ads, SoMe ads, Reddit ads, Youtube ads, dev.bg newsletter. We managed to reach our target group – Java developers by 
executing really engaging and first-of-its-kind campaign with nearly 130 leads for a 1-month period. The 360 office tour was even re-
used and now every new hire can see his/her potential working place online.   

During the campaign, the dev teams of Paysafe were checking the Java solutions, some of the best performers were invited for an 
interview. 129 Java experts took part in the Java Hunt. That was among the most successful recruitment campaigns in terms of results 
that we organized and executed for Paysafe. 

AGENCY:
UNITED PARTNERS



AGENCY:
PARAGRAPH 42

CATEGORY 7:
Employer Brand Campaign

For Accenture, leading IT company, inclusion and diversity are 
key priorities. It is part of the global policy and they are also 
successfully implemented in Bulgaria. One of the main goals of 
the company is to reach 50/50 gender mix by 2025.

Back in 2019, this key objective corresponded very well to the 
data from the study „Getting to equal“ 2019. It shows that 
diversified teams, striving towards equality are 45% more likely 
to improve the company‘s market performance, including 
in terms of market share. In the same time period – by mid-
2019, the IT industry in the country was hungry for new and 
qualified professionals. And the experts quickly learned that 
the investment in women‘s professional development can pay 
off very quickly.

Accenture Bulgaria:
EQUAL IN WORK, TOGETHER IN SUCCESS

In rather an unfriendly environment, we in Paragraph 42, a preferred partner of Ketchum in Bulgaria, partnered with the 
global technology leader – Accenture to encourage more women to join their teams.

Of course, there were restrictions. Among these were the lack of knowledge of the company as an established employer 
in the country, of its values and philosophy, of the favorable social policies aimed at mothers and women it provides. Our 
task was to inform all stakeholders by telling them what they were missing out on and how much they could get.

We accepted the challenge and developed a communication approach, combining a list of diversified activities in a 
5-month information campaign. We initiated a media event and invited media, women from the IT field, business and 
technology to start the much-needed dialogue about career and knowledge in the conditions of equality in this industry. 
We did a master class to improve the qualification and the expertise of the women working in IT. We organized a video 
shooting at Accenture Bulgaria’s office and gave the floor to all women on key positions in the company to speak about 
the inclusion and diversity policies and all the benefits for women.

The results were amazing! The potential audience reached through all channels was 745,000 people. The gender mix 
in the company was improved by 6%. In addition, there were a total of 57 publications in the media, over 200 visitors 
who attended the campaign events and 120 representatives of the target groups who applied for positions in Accenture 
Bulgaria only for the campaign period. Our digital communication had led to a significant increase in the scope of published 
posts and up to 10 times higher level of engagement on the part of the audience (compared to the same period in the 
previous year).

The average number of engaged audiences for the period was 4,3 times higher than the same indicator for 2018.



CATEGORY 8:
INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

AMI Communications
Campaign: Aurubis Bulgaria Internal Communications campaign

Interimage
Campaign: CONNECTIVITY THAT MATTERS: Company values 
with a human face

M3 Communications Group, Inc
Campaign: Gilat – Start Up Space



AGENCY:
Interimage

CATEGORY 8: 
Internal Communications 

“Connectivity that matters” is the motto of the communication program 
promoting the employer brand of Reichle & De-Massari and R&M Bulgaria 
Production.

R&M AG is a globally active group of companies in the information and 
communication technology sectors based in Wetzikon, Switzerland. The 
company develops, manufactures and sells future-proof products and systems 
for communication and data networks.

Bulgaria is the location of one of the 11 company plants around the world. 
Established in 2011, in the recent years the BG plant has been gathering 
momentum as the most important manufacturing facility of R&M. The plant 
here works mainly for the European and the Middle East markets. 

The Bulgarian team numbers 350 people and Interimage has been the 
Employer Branding partner of the company for two years now.

The corporate slogan Connectivity that matters and the company values LEAD, 
CARE, COOPERATE, EXCITE, PERFORM – were selected by our agency as key 
pillars of a strong employer branding campaign. 

CONNECTIVITY THAT MATTERS:
Company values with a human face

Campaign period: April 2020 – March 2021

Insight: People trust people, not tools, not mere slogans. People are influenced by role-models (percentage of people leaving because of issues with 
their direct manager is higher than 65%, same goes for people who stay because of great relationships, even though there might be issues to solve).

Approach: People first was our strategic approach. Put PEOPLE behind each company value, “humanize” it and this careful selection of people to 
represent company values was to be done through nominations and voting by employees themselves. 

Engagement: Each representative of a corporate value, after being selected by the team, committed to communicate regularly with part of the team 
and perform certain initiatives on a regular basis.

What we pursued: We created role-models; we assigned them jobs – related to the main needs of the company in challenging times, thus distributing 
the workload also outside the HR department to avoid burnout of the HR team; we granted trust, but asked for commitment, which nominees gladly 
responded to, feeling honored and proud. We converted employees into active brand ambassadors of the R&M Bulgaria corporate (employer) brand.

Effectiveness:
Retention of employees increased by 12%
Engagement rate increased by 10%

Feedback after the communication program implementation: 87% positive, 10% neutral and just 3% skeptical 
(internal feedback questionnaires by Ambassadors)
After March 2020, there were no employees leaving R&M Bulgaria Production and the company hired 38 new ones. 



CATEGORY 9:
CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS

AMI Communications
Campaign: Presenting Lockheed Martin F-16 Block 70 fighter jet offer

d:istinkt
Campaign: Start 5G Bulgaria

AMI Communications
Campaign: Building of positive image of Sofia Airport concessionaire



CATEGORY 10:
CAMPAIGN IMPLEMENTED BY AN INTERNAL PR DEPARTMENT

Eurobank Bulgaria AD (Postbank)
Campaign: How did we introduce Digital Office and stay together?

TELUS
Campaign: Days of Giving 2020

Coca-Cola HBC Bulgaria
Campaign: #YouthEmpowered (GoesDigital)



CATEGORY 11:
PR INNOVATION AWARD

HubAhead
Campaign: Spirit Transformations – COOL libraries

proof.
Campaign: Get through the hardships, get online

Paragraph 42
Campaign: IKEA: Balcony artist



AGENCY:
PARAGRAPH 42

CATEGORY 11: 
PR Innovation Award

IKEA: BALCONY ARTIST

IKEA has always been the preferred choice for furnishing the balcony and outdoor spaces. But with the lockdown in March 2020 and the 
closure of the store in Sofia, everything has changed. We needed to stay home to protect ourselves and our loved ones. People began 
to feel anxious, stressed and depressed. We needed to stay safe, but also to be sane.

However, after the initial shock we noticed a desire in people to create cozy atmosphere at home and make some, even small 
refreshments of their home, using social isolation as something useful. And when the weather got warmer, the balcony gradually 
became the only place where one could go out „freely“ while staying at home.

That is why we in Paragraph 42, a preferred partner of Ketchum in Bulgaria, together with The Smarts agency, both in a communication 
group, managed to create an innovative online campaign for extremely short time and with a limited budget. We developed a special 
landing page where we successfully positioned all products from the new spring IKEA collection. Our main goal was to emotionally 
engage the consumers and show them how with a little help from IKEA, anyone can turn his balcony into a stage. This is how we 
organized a “prison break” – on the balcony. 

To spread the word even more, our team contacted appropriate influencers with various interests and talents via IKEA’s Instagram 
profile and challenged them to participate in the competition. In addition to the popular opinion leaders, we succeeded in attracting 
not only influencers, but also regular people who posted photos and videos on Facebook and Instagram. Naturally the participants 
became ambassadors of the brand and encouraged their close friends and family members to join. 

As a result from the campaign, we strengthened IKEA’s digital communication channels and expanded the reach of the audience thanks 
to media and influencers. The results were exceptional – the initiative had been appreciated on a world level and we got into Ads of 
the world. It led to 468% growth in online sales of key products from the range for balcony and garden of IKEA, compared to the same 
period in 2019 and 11% growth in sales of this collection through the online store compared to the total sales of this product range for 
the same period in 2019 from the physical store, pick-up points and the online store. 

For 3 weeks we generated a wave of positive reactions and shares on social networks, we attracted nearly 50,000 visitors to the 
specially created site. 199 posts appeared on Instagram with our campaign hashtag. More than 50 post were created by Facebook users 
regarding our campaign. 65% of the approached influencers responded with a post or story.




